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Abstract in English 
 
Postmodernist fiction has been the main picture of American literature for half a 
century since the publication of Catch-22 (1961) by Joseph Heller; during this period, 
America has presented to the world a list of excellent postmodernist writers, who 
continuously update their topos and narrative strategies. In the last decade of the 20th 
century and the 1st decade of the 21st century, the 3rd generation postmodernists or the 
Generation Xers have grown into maturity and continued to write in the postmodern 
tradition. Otherwise, postmodernist fiction in America would likely suffer a decline 
when the old writers either dead or too old to write. The Generation Xers, influenced 
by pop culture and familiar with modern science and technology, concern themselves 
keenly over the social problems brought about by the postmodern culture and 
therefore their fictions are socially significant. 
Beginning in the mid 1980s, with the popularization of computer technology in 
America, the old generation of postmodernist literature has been gradually replaced 
by the 3rd generation of postmodernism, the Generation X. The literature of the 
Generation X is a continuation and development of the 1st and 2nd generations of 
postmodernism. The major representatives of the Generation Xers are William 
Vollmann, Richard Powers, David Forster Wallace, Douglas Coupland and Neal 
Stephenson. The works of the Generation Xers are warmly received by the American 
reading public. Brought up in TV and computer culture, the Generation Xers are more 
likely to portray pop culture in their works; this is the common ground that unifies 
them into a typical group of contemporary American novelists. They have their feet 
firmly planted in the American cultural present and regard pop culture as a primary 
text of reference for their works. By their efforts, they have solved the narrative crisis 
which has entangled Benjamin, Lyotard and Jameson. 
Among the Generation Xers, Richard Powers enjoys a special position in the 
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number of important prizes, he has attracted the attention of American critics, 
especially after he won the American National Book Award for his The Echo Maker in 
2006. In China, the study on Richard Powers is yet to begin. 
Aiming to detect the major characteristics of his fiction, the present dissertation   
attempts a comprehensive study on Richard Powers with the focus on 6 of his novels, 
namely Three Farmers on Their Way to a Dance, The Gold Bug Variations, Operation 
Wandering Soul, Galatea 2.2, Gain and The Echo Maker. Focusing on the 
presentation of the relationship between Powers’s postmodernist fiction and 
traditional narrative and based upon close reading, the present dissertation examines 
Powers’s contributions to American postmodernist fiction in terms of theme and style 
with the postmodernist theories of Benjamin, Lyotard and Jameson as well as ecocritic 
theory as theoretic support. The dissertation argues that Powers’s contributions to 
contemporary American literature lie in: 1) he has successfully solved the postmodern 
narrative crisis with his unique narrative strategy and thus he is defending the 
legitimacy of novels, one of the most classic form of literature; 2) he has dismantled 
the wall between the Two Cultures by hybridization and mixture of the discourses of 
science and art；and 3) his enhancing of narrative (story-telling) and imagination is his 
calling for the return and strengthening of humanity in the reificationalized reality in 
the postindustrial society in the West.     
Firstly, the dissertation traces the social background for the rising of the 
Generation X in contemporary American literature and roughly defines its common 
properties. The rising of the Generation X is a natural and logical result of the 
information age and consequently pop culture becomes the reference of the literature 
of the Generation Xers. Then there is the biographic introduction of Richard Powers 
which reveals that Powers’s educational training in sciences and his spare time 
reading have left a great impact on his writing topos and style. The dissertation also 
reviews the general context for the acceptance of Powers in American literary circle. 
American critics have paid sufficient attention to the representation of sciences in 
Powers’s fiction and even labeled him as a writer of science; the esthetic value of his 















humanity and society must be the priority of his writing. Based upon this point, the 
dissertation will focus on the social properties of his works.   
Secondly, the dissertation elaborates on one of the most glaring characteristics of 
Powers’s fiction—the organic hybridization of science and art—with the focus on 
Three Farmers on Their Way to a Dance and The Gold Bug Variations. Powers agrees 
with Lyotard that science and literature belong to 2 different language discourses and 
share different “game rules”. However, different from his predecessors, he regards the 
two discourses different but not contradictory, let alone conflictory; they are 
reciprocally complementary; only by blending the two can we detect the truth of the 
world. The close textual reading of the 2 novels tells that Powers has tried to mix up 
the discourses of sciences and humanities and he ambitiously writes the data-intensive 
fiction (or info-fiction) because those novels reflect the explosion of data that typifies 
life in the information age. In the 2 novels, the borderline between sciences and 
humanities has been blurred and sciences and humanities reciprocally transgress each 
other’s domain.  
Thirdly, the dissertation interprets Galatea 2.2, Operation Wandering Soul, Gain 
and The Echo Maker in terms of the social function of novels and concludes that 
Powers, by his development of the theme of humanity and eco-problem, is defending 
the social function of novels. Some postmodernist novelists, especially those from the 
1st and 2nd generations of postmodernists, believe that fiction is unable to reflect 
reality and argue for the desocialization of fiction; their works are obscure. On the 
contrary, Powers believes that a writer should be socially responsible and that literary 
works should be closely related to society.    
The dissertation asserts that Galatea 2.2 is a redefinition of humanism in the 
information age rather than using humanism to defeat the machine man has created; 
the defeat of AI of Helen reveals Powers’s optimism in humanism; Operation 
Wandering Soul has deconstructed and subverted the traditional romantic tales for 
children and aims to reorient social attention to children’s problems—the problems of 
the future of human beings—by the recursive presentation of child abuses. The 2 
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Besides, the dissertation interprets Gain and The Echo Maker from the 
perspective of ecocritical theory. In the two novels, Powers devotes to the revelation 
of the intricate order of the natural kingdom and frequently admonishes us of our 
fragile position in the universe. Powers here shows his differences from his 
predecessor eco-writers in two aspects: 1) he examines eco-problems from the holistic 
perspective rather than a lopsided view and his observation of the problem is objective 
and dialectical; 2) Influenced by chaos theory, he emphasizes the interconnection of 
the universe and argues that any small change would be disastrous to a larger system. 
In Gain, Powers, giving up the traditional simplism, examines the intricate 
eco-problem holistically. His attitude toward industry is not negative but historical 
and dialectical. The death of Laura is brought about by many causes; Laura herself is 
collusive with Clare in causing her death. The description of Laura’s death is a 
process for human beings to recognize their part in eccoterrorism. Powers always 
regard the universe as an interconnected dynamic ecosystem and in The Echo Maker 
he has foregrounded this point. Here, in the system of neural cognition, a bitty change 
makes Mark another man, and as chain results, his sister, friends and doctor become 
other persons too. The dwindling population of sandhill cranes symbolizes nature’s 
frequent admonition of human beings’ improper behavior toward nature. Ironically, 
human beings seem to be deaf to the admonition. 
Fourthly, the dissertation discovers Powers’s narrative strategies in relation to the 
themes and style of his fiction. Powers asserts that form and style should suit 
themselves with the content, for this reason he experiments continually with new 
narrative strategies in each novel. Besides his oftentime-used contrapuntal narratives, 
he also employs anthological structure in Operation Wandering Soul, Chinese magic 
boxes structure in Plowing the Dark, and other postmodernist devices as collage and 
metafiction. Beginning with the merger of science and literature and attempting to 
discover how Powers solves the narrative crisis, the dissertation concludes that 
besides the hybridization and mixture of scientific discourse and literary discourse, 
Powers, by the intertwining of essayistic writing and narrative, has successfully 















readable and socially valuable than the postmodernist fiction of his predecessors; this 
helps to solve the narrative crisis. 
Lastly, the dissertation summarizes the above-mentioned arguments and points 
out that Powers has successfully bridged up the Two Cultures in his fiction by 
reciprocal invasion of one into the field of the other; his intense concern over the 
social and ecologic problems shows his sense of social responsibility as an author; his 
creative style is conducive to his development of themes. All those demonstrate he is 
defending fiction in the information age, wherein lie his contributions to American 
postmodernist fiction. 
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